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A STUDY IN ILLUMINATION.
LIGHTING OF A LARGE HOTEL
.
I. INTRODUCTION
.
Until comparatively recently the problem of interior illum-
ination has been considered as one of only secondary importance
and has not been given the attention from a practical point of
view that a subject of such great importance should receive.
During the last few years, however, there has been a marked
change towards the scientific treatment of the lighting problem,
due to the recent development of high intensity lighting units
such as the mazda and tungsten lamps. The advent of these high
intensity lamps has reduced the difficulty of securing ample
amount of light at a reasonable cost, and has directed the atten-
tion of illuminating engineers to the best methods of securing
a proper distribution and to the effects both artistic and visual
of the light upon those who use it.
With the old carbon fillment lamp of low efficiency, the
problem of securing a sufficient amount of light was of paramount
importance, and little attention was or could be given to the
injurious effects of the exposed filiments upon the eyes. While
the ill effects of glare were realized, it was not considered
practical to eliminate them, due to the great loss of light thru
diffusing surfaces. In the case of the brilliant light of the
mazda and tungsten lamps it becomes necessary to diffuse
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the light and eliminate the glare. This development of high in-
tensity lamps has even made possible the entire concealment of
the sources of light in the indirect and serai-indirect systems of
lighting. In this scheme of illumination the walls and ceilings
of the interior are used as reflecting surfaces and the light is
thrown upon the ceiling from which it it reflected back to the
working plane.
The fact that, in nearly all up to date offices, stores, and
factories, old installations are rapidly being replaced by newer
and better systems is pointed to as evidence of the awakening of
the public to the importance of the intelligent treatment of the
lighting proposition. Up to date business men who are constantly
aiming to secure the highest efficiency and best results from
their employees have begun to realize that nothing is of more
importance than comfortable illumination of their offices. Man-
ufacturers realize the increase in efficiency secured by well
lighted as well as well ventilated plants and merchants recognize
the value of attractive illumination in the sale of their wares.
Perhaps the best illustration of the principles governing
interior illumination can be found in the modern hotel, for in
such a building the variety of rooms is greater than in any other
building. It offers a better example than the modern office
building, store, or factory for in such places the same general
principles govern the illumination of all the rooms, while in
the hotel there are a great variety of rooms each of which requires
special consideration.
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It was for this reason that the problem of lighting a modern
hotel was chosen as the subject of this thesis. Hotel Secor,
located at Toledo, Ohio, was taken as a concrete example, and the
lighting of the various parts of this hotel will be calculated.
The problem will consist of the determination of the intensity of
illumination required, the number of units necessary to produce
such intensity, the proper location of lighting units, the choice
of suitable fixtures and their cost.
The general plan to be followed in the consideration of
this problem s to take up each floor separately. Tables will be
used showing the specifications for lighting the various rooms.
The main floor will be considered first after which the second
floor, typical floor, ninth floor, and basement will be taken up
in order.
On the first and second floors the indirect system of illu-
mination has been used extensively. This method of lighting
which has been made possible by the development of high inten-
j
sity lamps and high efficiency reflectors has become very popular
where attractive, cheerful, and homelike effects are desired.
Not only is this system of lighting a very attractive one but it
has the additional advantage of giving the best possible distri-
bution of light. It removes the source of light from the range
of vision thereby eliminating glare and its ill effects upon the
eyes.
The efficiency of the indirect lighting is not so high as
that obtained from direct exposed lights because there is con-
siderable loss due to absorption of light by the walls and
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ceiling . The decrease in the efficiency occasioned by this loss
is more than compensated for by the attractiveness and comfort
obtained by this method of lighting.
The method adopted for calculating the indirect illumination
is that used by The National X-Ray Company of Chicago, who made
a thorough investigation and compiled valuable data on the sub-
ject. This is essentially as follows:-
THE EYE
Rules for laying out
COMFORT SYSTEM OF INDIRECT ILLUMINATION.
#1 Select from table #1 the number of
outletB for the interior.
#2 - Determine the area of the room.
#3 Select from table #2 the foot
candles desired for the
particular interior.
#4 Select from table #3 illumination
efficiency or per cent efficiency
for the particular room in question.
Per cent efficiency depends on the
color of the walls and ceiling and
the ratio of shortest dimension of
room to ceiline hsiffht (sap tn"hl<=»
#5 From table #4 note area of the room
and foot candle intensity selected
and read effective lumens.
#6 Substitute the value of effective
lumens from table #4 in table #5 and
from this determine the number of
lamps necessary to give the foot
candles desired.
#7 Return to table #1 and determine a
correct reflector and distance top
of same should hang from ceiling to
give the required distribution of
light.
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TABLE II
Foot candle intensities for interiors
using the EYE COMFORT System of
Indirect Illumination.
Foot Candles
HOTELS AND CLUBS.
Ball Room--- -— 3.00 - 3.50
Barber Shop —3.50 - 4.50
Bed Room-- 1.00 - 1.50
---3.50 - 4.50
Bowling Alley-- ——
Buffet —4.00 -4.50
Card Room------- ------
-
3.00 - 3.50
---0.50 - 0.75
Dining Room-------- ---2.00 - 3.00
Kitchen 2.50 - 3.00
3.00 - 4.00
—
-3.00 - 3.50
Lounging or Rest Room
—
—
-1.50 - 2.00
3.50 -4.50
-— 1.50 -2.50
Swimming Pool— -- — — -- -— 1.50 - 2.00
Toilet--— 0.50
---3.00 - 3.50
DISPLAY ROOMS AND STORES.
-4.00 - 4.50
-3.00 - 3.50

TABLE III.
Table 3howing relation "between dimensions
of room and percent efficiency.
Shortest dimensions of room Percent
divided by height. Efficiency
3 or more .34
1 to 2.5 .28
NOTE: 25% has been deducted for dirt,
depreciation of lamps, ect.
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II. MAIN FLOOR
The accompanying cut shows a view of the main lobby. This
view is from the entrance towards the rear of the room. The
lobby is divided into three sections by two rows of massive
pillars as shown. To the left is a section in which the office
is located. This part alBO connects with the check room and
parcel rooms. The right section of the lobby, inside the row of
columns is not so wide as the section to the left and opening off
this side are the front and rear cafes.
The general color scheme of this room is very light, in
fact nearly whits. The floor is of white tile and the pillars
of blue gray marble. The beautifully paneled ceiling is finished
in harmony with the rest of the room.
The presence of the skylight in the main section of the
lobby adds considerable difficulty to the problem of artifical
lighting, especially the indirect system. Light thrown upon the
skylight would not be reflected back as frop a ceiling but most
of it would be lost. Neither is it desirable to hang elaborate
direct lighting fixtures from this part of the ceiling as they
would not harmonize well with the general scheme of lighting on
the main floor. Instead of trying to use either the direct or
indirect system, in this part of the lobby a scheme has been
used which avoids the objectionable features of each method for
this particular case. The main part of the lobby can be lighted
semi-indirectly by placing high intensity lamps with high intens-
ity reflectors directly above the sections of the skylight. In
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passing thru the frosted glass of the skylight the light is dif-
fused giving the same effect as indirect lighting. By placing
ten one hundred watt lamps fitted with bee-hive reflectors above
each section of the skylight an intensity of about three and a
half foot candles can be obtained. To give an even distribution
of light on the sky light these should be placed about thirty
inches above it.
In those parts of the lobby where the ceiling is solid in-
direct lighting fixtures are used. The section to the left of
the main portion has a beam ceiling divided into four sections.
In each section a fixture containing six on hundred .att lamps
can be used. To give the best distribution the fixtures should
be hung forty- two inches from the ceiling. The entrance, which
may also be considered a part of the main lobby, has a beam ceil-
ing divided into three sections in each of which are placed
fixtures similar to those on the left side. The height of this
section of the ceiling is the same as that of the left section,
each being eighteen and a half feet. The maximum height of the
arched section containing the skylight is twenty-one and a half
feet.
It is not necessary to put any indirect fixtures in the
narrow part inside the right row of columns, as sufficient light
is obtained from the lighting of the main section. Two bracket
lights are used, however, one at each end of a cigar counter,
which is located between the doors leading into the front and
rear cafes.
To the right of the lobby are the two dining rooms. Both



are finished practically alike the only difference being in the
size: the rear dining room is the larger. Each room has a paneled
ceiling divided up into sections by protruding beams. The
ceilings are finished in a very light color and the walls in a
darker shade.
The system of lighting chosen for the dining rooms is not as
shown in the cut which shows a chandelier hung from the center of
each panel and supplimented by wall lights. Instead of this
method the indirect system is to be used. The arrangement of
the fixtures will be the same, one being hung in the center of
each panel
.
The size of the front cafe is thirty-three feet by sixty
feet, and the rear is thirty-three feet by seventy feet: the
ceiling height in both rooms is eighteen feet and nine inches.
The ceiling in the former is divided into eight sections, and the
latter into ten. As given in one of the proceeding tables of
intensities for various rooms, that used in each of these is
three foot-candles. This can be obtained by the use of thirty
sixty-watt lamps in each fixture, which are hung forty-two inches
from the ceiling.
Adjoining the lobby at the rear is the bar-room, the walls
of which are wood work to a heighth of eight feet. That part of
the wall above the wood work and alBo the ceiling is finished in a
very light color. The floor is white tile. The intensity of
illumination desired in this room is four foot-candles. This
intensity can be obtained by using six indirect fixtures contain-
ing six four hundred-watt lamps in the main part of the

room. These fixtures should be placed as shown in the plan of
the first floor. Besides the six fixtures in the main part of
the room, that part between the pillars and the wall is lighted
by smaller lights. In this section six fixtures are used each
containing a sixty watt lamp. The arrangement of these fixtures
is alBo indicated in the plan. All the fixtures in the room are
hung forty-two inches from the ceiling.
To the left of the bar-room is a billiard-room which is
finished in the Old English style of architecture. The wood
work extends to a heighth of about nine feet and above this the
walls are decorated with mural paintings. As in the other rooms
the ceiling is paneled.
In the lighting of this roon there was two distinct problems
to be solved, first, the general illumination of the room and
next the lighting of the billiard and pool tables. The method
decided upon as best adapted to this style of room is as shown
in the accompanying illustrations. For the general lighting of
the room wall lamps are used. Above each table is hung a chand-
elier on which are placed three forty watt lamps. On each lamp
is placed a reflector which will direct the light upon the table
and prevent it from shining directly in the eyes of the players.
The placing of the fixtures is indicated in the floor plan.
On the left side of the building on the main floor are two
rooms, one being used as a drug store and the other as a haber-
dashery shop. These rooms are each seventeen feet wide. The
drug store is forty-five feet long, and the clothing store thirty-
nine feet. Each has an entrance from the street and a display
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window. In thiB case there are two distinct problerrs in illum-
ination, namely, the lighting of the store proper, and that of
the show window. In considering the lighting of the diBplay
window it was assumed that the window extended to the ceiling line,
the floor of the window being two feet above the side walk line.
The height of the window is then seventeen feet and nine inches
and the depth three feet. To give the best results in the light-
ing it was decided to place three one hundred watt lamps fitted
with helmet reflectors at the top and front of each window.
Returning to the illumination of the store rooms, in this
case as in the other classes of rooms, the color of the walls
and ceilings as well as the purpose for which the room is used
must be taken into consideration. Assuming the color of walls
and ceiling to be very light, as is usually the case, the indir-
ect system of lighting can be used. In the case of the drug
store the walls will be lined with shelves and cases reaching
nearly to the ceiling. In the haberdashery shop will also be
cases along the walls, altho not extending so high as in the
drug store.
The difference in the intensity of illumination required
is duB to the difference in the goods handled in each store. In
the drug store the sale of goods does not depend so greatly upon
their display as is true in the case of a clothing store, in
which a high intensity is necessary to obtain the full color
value of the goods to be sold. In the drug store an intensity
of three and a half foot-candles is sufficient, while in the
haberdashery shop an intensity of between four and four and a

half foot-candles 1b required. To give this intensity twelve
one hundred watt lamps are required in each room, the haberdash-
ery being smaller than the drug store. To secure a good distri-
bution of light three fixtures, each containing four lamps, are
used. These fixtures are hung forty-two inches from the ceiling.
On each side of the main entrance is a small reception room.
Both of these rooms are finished in the same color scheme as the
lobby. These rooms do net require a very high intensity of
illumination, two and a half foot-candles being sufficient. A
fixture as shown in the accompanying cut fitted with three sixty
-
watt lamps hung forty- two inches from the ceiling is used.
The serving room, situated between the front and rear cafes,
is thirty feet square. It has plain white walls and ceiling and
requires an intensity of two and a half foot-candles. This can
be obtained by using sixteen sixty-watt lamps in four fixtures,
hung forty- two inches from the ceiling, the indirect lighting
being used. Here an expensive fixture is not desired and this
fixture is shown in the illustration.
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III. SECOND FLOOR.
On the second floor, with the exception of the corridors
and toilet rooms, the indirect system of lighting has "been used
through. This floor is made up of the ladies parlor twenty-two
feet by fifteen feet, a writing room forty-two feet by fifty-one
feet, and thirty private rooms ranging in size from thirteen by
fourteen feet to twenty-three feet by eighteen feet.
The ladies' parlor has a floor area of three hundred and
thirty square feet and is finished with light cream ceiling and
brown walls. The ceiling is a suitable color for indirect illu-
mination. The intensity of light desirable for such a room is
two and a half foot-candles. This intensity can be furnished
by two units each containing three sixty «watt lamps. The style
of fixture suggested is shown by the accompanying cut (E 713).
These are placed in the center line of the room and one fourth
the length of the room from each wall.
The writing room, which is the most important room on the
second floor, requires a brighter illumination than the ladies'
parlor, three and a half foct-candles required on the working
plane.
The color scheme is very similar to that of the ladies'
parlor, which adjoins it, a light colored ceiling and darker
walls
.
The floor area of this room is two thousand one hundred and
forty-twc square feet, and seventy-five thousand effective
lumens are necessary to produce the given intensity. The most

efficient distribution can be obtained by using eight fixtures
each containing six sixty -watt lamps, and arranged as shown in
the floor plan drawing. The reflectors are hung forty-eight
inches from the ceiling. Fixture Number E 726 is the one recom-
mended for use in this room.
No provision was made for individual desk lamps, for the
reason that it was not deemed necessary with the intensity used.
The illumination of the private rooms does not need to be
so intense as in the two rooms just described. Here a soft light,
which adds to the attractiveness and comfort of the room, is des-
ired. Usually the second floor rooms are more expensively fur-
nished and the lighting fixtures are to be in keeping with the
general plan. The indirect system of lighting is used in the
private rooms as a special inducement to the traveling public.
Each room has two outlets besides the switch opening, one
in the ceiling and the other in the baseboard, to which the dresser
lights are connected.
Each dresser is fitted with an eight candle power frosted
lamp on each side of the mirror, and about five and a half feet
above the floor. This scheme is preferable to the use of station-
ary wall lights, for it is now possible to move the dresser in
different parts of the room, where before there was no choice.
The intensity of illumination is one and a half foot-candles
which is deemed to be sufficient light for all general uses,
without the service of mirror lamps.
All the data necessary for the lighting of each room can be
found in the accompanying tables.

In each of the toilet rooms one forty-watt lamp is UBed in
a ceiling fixture, with a frosted globe. The walls and ceiling
are light in color and have a glossy surface. The intensity of
light obtained is two foot-candles.
The corridors on this floor, as in all the other floors,
have one foot-candle intensity which is produced by twenty-fives
watt lamps in ceiling fixtures. The fixtures are placed in a
row down the center of each hall and the glare from the clear
lamps is subdued by the hemispherical frosted glebes.
The number of outlets for the right and left wing corridors
are twelve and nine respectively. The lights can be turned off
or on by switches at the front end of each.
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IV. THIRD FLOOR.
All floors from the third to tl. ninth inclusive are alike,
with the exception of the ball room suite, which on the inter-
vening floors is similar to the right wing. The rooms are al]
lighted with the direct lighting system. Frosted l-azua lamps'*
with the clear holophane extensive reflectors are used on the
fixtures throughout.
The toilet rooms are lighted the same way as those on the
second floor, with the twenty-five watt lamp in the center of
the ceiling. Push button switches placed just inside the ent-
rance to each private room and toilet govern the lighting of the
respective rooms.
In the rooms on all the floors is placed a baseboard outlet
to which the dresser lights are to be connected. The corridors
are the same as those of the second floor.
The intensity assumed to be sufficient for the illumination
of the bed rooms is between one and a half and two foot-candles.
The method used to check the average intensity, on the working
plane, of the units decided upon is by means of the tables, com-
piled by the National Electric Lamp Association, which are given
below.
These tables show the intensity, on the horizontal working
plane, for various points at various distances from the source of
light. The units used in the compilation of the data are twenty-
five, forty, and sixty-watt frosted Mazda lamps equiped with
clear Holophane high efficiency reflectors of the extensive type.
*BOWL FROSTED MAZDA LAMPS.
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Various points are assured or the working plane and their
respective values of intensity read from the table. From these
an average is obtained.
The increase in illumination over that calculated from the
tables is about as indicated in the following table for different
colored walls and ceiling.
Ceiling . Walls. Increase .
Very Dark. Very Dark. 0$
Medium. Very Dark. 15$
Medium. Medium. 40$
Very Light. Very Dark. 30$
Very Light. Medium. 55$
Very Light. Very Light. 80$
The ceiling heights in all the rooms on the typical floor
are ten feet and six inches. The following table gives the
dimensions and data for the lighting of each room. The fixtures
recommended for use are those shown in the illustration and should
be hung with lights thirty-six inches from the ceiling.
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V. NINTH FLOOR.
The right wing of the ninth floor is exactly the same as
the corresponding wing on the lower floors. The lighting of
this part has been taken care of in exactly the same way in every
detail. The tabulated data gives all the information necessary
to secure the necessary airount of light.
The left wing of the ninth floor requires special considera-
tion, for the greater part of it is taken up by the ballroom,
foyer, service room, and smoking room. Here the artistic effect
in the lighting and fixtures is of prime importance and the
question of economy of the installation and operating expenses
is a secondary consideration. The system of illumination to
be selected for a ballroom must be such as to display to the
best advantage the architectural beauty. Not only must it serve
this purpose but it must also give an attractive and cheerful
effect.
The system fulfilling these requirments most satisfactorily
is the indirect lighting. The even distribution that can be
obtained by this method is particularly suitable for the display
of the decorations of such a room. All sharp shadows are elim-
inated, and the soft light reflected from the ceiling produces
a sense of cheerfulness and comfort in the room.
The ballroom occupies the rear of the left wing and is forty-
one by seventy-four feet, giving a floor area of three thousand
and thirty-four square feet. The ceiling is seventeen feet high
and is divided into five sections by beams extending across the

room and protruding two feet below the level of the ceiling. To
make the ceiling a suitable reflecting surface for indirect
lighting it must be finished in a light color. The walls, how
ever, may be some darker and richer color, preferably red.
To obtain an illumination, of three to three and a half foot-
candles intensity nine thousand lumens are necessary. This can
be obtained by using ten fixtures, each containing four one
hundred -watt lamps. The best arrangement for these fixtures is
to place them so two fixtures will be in each panel. The outlets
are placed according to the arrangement shown by the drawing.
The fixture recommended for this room is that numb "ed
E 644. They should be suspended so the top of the reflector is
fifty-four inches below the ceiling.
The foyer leading to the ballroom is twenty-three by twenty-
nine feet, giving a floor area of six hundred and sixty-seven
square feet. In this room as strong an illumination as that of
the ballroom is not necessary, two and a half foot-candles being
sufficient. For this size room and intensity one thousand six
hundred and fifty effective lumens at thirty percent efficiency
are required to give the correct lighting. This amount can be
obtained by using six fixtures having a capacity of three forty
-
watt lamps each. The extensive type of reflectors is to be used
and hung twenty-four inches from the ceiling. The arrangement
of fixtures is as shown by plans.
The smoking room, which is off the foyer is also lighted
by the same system. This room is ten feet square and ten and a
half feet high. It is illuminated by a single one hundreds-watt
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lamp ouppended twenty-four inches from the ceiling in the reflec-
tor and fixture E 401.
The front corridor which serves as part of the foyer has
the indirect system installed. This room is twenty-three by
fifty-six feet and ten and a half feet high. It has a floor
area of one thousand two hundred and eighty-eight square feet and
with an intensity of two and a half foot-candles, two thousand
five hundred and fifty effective lumens are required to fill the
room with light. The light is furnished "by twelve fixtures, each
containing three forty-watt units. The fixture used in the
corridor and foyer is that numbered E 753.
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VI. BASEMENT,
i
The basement of a modern hotel is not a part with which the
general public comes in contact to any great extent, but is very
important. Here is located the kitchen, bakery, engine room,
storage, ect., all of which are important in the operation of
any hostelry.
This floor is divided into numerous smaller rooms, each
serving a definite purpose, and the class of work carried on in
each of these rooms is the determining factor in their illumin-
ation. For example, the lighting of the kitchen and bakery is
more important than perhaps the ventilating fan room, or some of
the storage rooms.
In the problem of lighting encountered in the basement of
this hotel special attention was given to the illumination of
the barber shop, kitchen, bakery, and employees dining rooms.
In these rooms the indirect system has been used. In all except
the barber shop inexpensive fixtures have been used as shown in
the illustrations. These lights are placed thirty inches from
the ceiling and their arrangement is indicated in the drawing.
In the barber shop, where the expense of fixtures is not so
important a consideration, more elaborate fixtures have been
selected. Special effort has been made to make this a thoroughly
modern shop. The fittings and equipment are of white tile. In
this room a high intensity of light is required, about four and
a half foot-candles. This room is twenty-five by sixty feet and
requires for the above intensity sixteen sixty
-watt lamps. These

are placed in four fixtures hung in a row down the center of the
room. In this room the ceiling heighth iB twelve feet and six
inches and the fixtures should be placed about forty-two inches
from the ceiling.
Indirect light is of especial advantage in the modern barber
shop since it conceals entirely the source of light from the eyeB
of patrons. This does away with a source of great annoyance
found in nearly every shop where direct lighting is still used.
Direct lighting is used in the other rooms of the baseme I
.
Of these the engine room is the most important due to the fact
that there must be not only a good general illumination but also
special lights must be provided for work about the machines. The
arrangement of lights in this and in other rooms in the basement
is shown in the drawing of that floor. The intensity used and
number of lights required is given in the tables.
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VII. CONCLUSION.
The above estimate includes the cost of wirinp, the entire
building, and the cost of fixtures and lamps. At first thought
it appears that this is an enormous amount, but when the fact is
considered that in modern hotels, no expense is spared which will
in any way add to the comfort and conveniences of its guests, it
can be readily understood that economy is not the question of
greatest moment in lighting such a building. The attractiveness
and comfort of the Illumination is considered more important
than the matter of expense, altho the latter cannot be entirely
disregarded. The system of lighting for this hotel has been
chosen with the idea of making it represent what is both practical
and up to date. Due weight has been given to the economical side
of the problem, without sacrificing for the sake of economy, any-
thing which is thought necessary to make the illumination at-
tractive and artistic.



